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COVER: The two (male, right; female, left; note the size of the feet) nestlings about 14 days old at the Iphigenia Pt.
eyrie, 31 May 2013.

SUMMARY: In late-May and early-June 2013, Kusgwai (Langara Island) held six territories occupied by pairs of
Peregrine Falcons. Three of the territories produced seven nestlings; one territory (RPt) had a pair and evidence that
it hatched at least one nestling but failed earlier; the McPh pair and FBmid pairs appeared to have failed earlier or
were non-productive this year. Light (3Y), Iph (2Y), and Cox (2Y) were productive. The former 5Y were banded.
The latter two Y flew unbanded; the male was already just-flying when visited on 30 May; this eyrie was the earliest
fledged that I have ever seen at Langara! The Radar Post (a.k.a. “No Name Pt.”) site had a floater or may have been
held by a lone female. Single unhatched eggs were seen at RPt and Light.
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LOGISTICS AND ITINERARY
rd

From 21 May to 6 June I made my 43
visit to Langara Island (Kusgwai), in Haida Gwaii
(the former Queen Charlotte Islands), B.C., to
band and sample nestling Peregrine Falcons
and record the occupancy and productivity of
this falcon population. In 1976, 1978, and 1979,
B.C. Wildlife Branch gathered the basic
occupancy and productivity data when I was
unable to get to the island. We now have 46
years of consecutive data on this Peregrine
population.
It was a pleasure to have Keith Hodson
again with me at Langara. Keith, then working
with B.C. Wildlife Branch, collected the 1970s
data when I was unable to get to the island. He
has assisted me on many Langara visits since
then.
I drove for two days from Camrose,
picked up Keith at Telkwa and we caught the
night ferry from Prince Rupert to Skidegate. We
drove to Masset, and flew in a chartered Beaver
to Henslung Bay (arriving at about 10:06, 21
May 2013) at the Langara Island Lodge floats,
arriving during a stiff, several-days-long, NW
gale. By late evening we were settled at our
base camp in Fury Bay.

away, I arrived back at Camrose on 8 June
2013.
OCCUPIED TERRITORIES
A separate appendix is available, with
detailed eyrie locations, for those who need to
know that information.
Beginning on the west side of the island
and proceeding clockwise, the following notes
describe what we found at the main falcon
locations. Table 1 provides additional details.
(Lord Bight)
We boated immediately under the N
side of the islet, and walked to beneath the
‘corner cliff’, made lots of noise, and found no
evidence of falcons being present. (Because I
had forgotten to bring my starter pistol and
crackershells, at such potential nesting locations
usually we clapped, yelled, whistled, (sometimes
used an airhorn), and gave falcon vocalizations
in efforts to stimulate falcons to show
themselves.)

During the two weeks that we were on
Kusgwai, the weather was mostly ‘tolerable’.
We arrived during a NW gale, and it caused us
to almost ‘lose’ two days. We saw periods of
sunshine, but generally the weather was cloudy
and breezy. During several nights and days we
had showers, and on one day we had significant
rain. A SE gale was blowing when we moved
our gear to Langara Fishing Lodge and departed
Kusgwai.

Radar Point
On May 27, we briefly saw both adults
protesting here, but soon the male disappeared.
The main nest ledge on the E side of the E gully
contained one egg (not collected) and the lower
2-3 inches of the cliff-face behind the scrape had
bits of whitewash, from one (or some) small
nestling falcon(s). None of the ledge was
matted with feathers and wings of prey, and
whitewash, nor was there any whitewash on the
moss on the front of the nest ledge; i.e., prior to
our visit this pair had lost their one (or more)
small nestling(s).

We departed Langara, for Masset, in a
chartered Beaver at about 14:18 on 6 June,
2013. We drove to Skidegate and Queen
Charlotte, and ferried off Haida Gwaii late that
evening. As Keith’s wife had business in Prince
Rupert, I dropped him off there and drove E. On
my way through Smithers I did not stop in at the
Fish and Wildlife office, where usually I drop off
a copy of my ‘short report’ for copying and
forwarding to the Victoria, Nanaimo, and Queen
Charlotte offices; I had forgotten to take with me
my nestling aging photos, and so the ‘short
report’ was completed and sent from my home
during the following week. After three weeks

R.Pt. nest ledge with unhatched egg, & mutes on rear
wall. 27May2013.
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Light
On May 28 we banded the two nestlings
on the ‘usual’ under-a-large-root ledge on the N
side of the W gully. When in the woods above
the ledge, as we banded the two from the nest
ledge, several times I heard the begging calls of
a third nestling. When I replaced the two
banded nestlings onto the ledge, and looked
over the edge, a third nestling was on another

remains of at least three Ancient Murrelets, so
the parents had been feeding it; nevertheless, it
was decidedly underweight (Table 1). Initially,
the two from the nest appeared to be a male and
female, but from their weights both were
females, as was the third much lighter bird. On

(Above): Light eyrie with two nestlings. (Below): The
first two nestlings, after banding; DE, and DD (hiding).

(Below): The third nestling, about 6m below the eyrie.

On a metal roof at Langara Lightstation, DD.
Renata Neftin.

Phoro:

June 15, Renata Neftin, the relief Lightkeeper at
Langara Lightstation, heard something crash
onto her house roof, and photographed a young
falcon there. By enlarging one of her photos,
the bird’s ID from its green colour band can be
read; DD. Early the following morning the senior

grassy ledge about 6m below. When I rappelled
down to get it, on the grass there I found wing-
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The bottom of DD’s band shows when greatly enlarged.
Photo: Renata Neftin.
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lightkeeper, Stanley Westhaver, obtained a
photo showing unambiguously the bird’s ID
band. Some of us find it very interesting to see
what these young falcons look like when fully
feathered (vs. when partly downy at banding
time).

Ad. prob. female, drying at No Name Pt. 29 May 2013

McPherson Pt. S inlet
On May 29 we walked the ridge
between the McPh N Bay and the (sometimes)
eyrie gully immediately E and saw nil. Shortly
thereafter we found the pair in the S. inlet. They
initially flushed from the general vicinity of the
ledge on the N side of the inlet. The lower
(crawl-in) nest ledge was covered in feathers, an
obvious plucking perch. Keith went to the ridge

DD, morning of 16 June 2013, on a roof at Langara
Lightstation. Photo: Stanley Westhaver.

[North Side, & NW and SE No Name Pt.]
At the N Side site on May 26, from on
the water, we made a lot of noise at the
entrance to the sometimes occupied inlet and
gullies, and (better yet!) an eagle flew over. No
falcons were evident.
Especially at the inlet and gully on the
NW flank of No Name Pt., and at the two inlets E
of the old (Beebe’s) “Radar Post” on No Name
Pt., we made a racket on 29 May. At the latter
we saw nil, but at the former a falcon flew into
the top of a snag and hung its wings to dry.
Both of these sites were of interest in 2012 and
merit further checking in 2014.
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McPherson ledge (2011 and 2012 nest ledge). 29 May
2013.

above and was able to look down at another
potential nesting ledge that contained many
feathers. The pair cacked at us somewhat
mildly, and were not furious about our presence,
so I conclude that they had no eggs or young
here at that time.
[Andrews Pt.- NW Dibrell Bay]
On May 23 we boated to near
McPherson Pt. but it became obvious that the
huge wrap-around swell from the continuing NW
gale would prevent us from accessing the shore
at the main point or the S Inlet. We ‘retreated’
and lunched at the pull-out inlet and beach near
the NW Dibrell Bay site (and walked to below it).
There were no obvious signs of falcon activity at
the NW Dibrell Bay, Andrews Pt., or SW Dibrell
Bay (=Coho Pt.) sites. Especially the former and
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latter were easily within earshot and sight if any
falcons had been in occupancy there.
[Coho Point]
May 23, nil; see above.
Iphigenia Point
Several times in passing we watched
the parent falcons here. It was conspicuous that
the female was not doting on the nestlings, even
though they were still relatively young. Once we
watched the male fly into the back of the nest
ledge and not re-appear; and once when he did
that, shortly afterwards we saw him standing low
near the front of the ledge. On May 30 we hiked

Cox Island
For a number of years, either the Cox
site or the Ipheginia Pt. site was occupied, but
not both as in earlier years. So this year it was
interesting to see both occupied again. Possibly
the very early nesting at Cox allowed the
Ipheginia Pt. pair to become established and
productive. That both were productive again
suggests that both territories have very
important values.
After some preliminary
watching and listening from below on a previous
day, we climbed the W side of Cox and visited
this pair on May 30 - and were surprised to find
the 2011-2012 nest ledge not used. Eventually I
went to check the ‘usual’ large bushy nest ledge
nearby, and as I backed through the salal to
rappel down, the young male protested and flew
from a perch about 3m down the cliff (about 6m
above that nest ledge). Obviously, to get to that

Iphigenia Pt. male on eyrie. Photo from in boat.

in from LFL, rappelled to the usual ‘cleft’ site,
and banded the two nestlings there (see cover).
At that visit the female definitely was noisy and
demonstrative; perhaps because she was, the
male sort of kept his distance. On a number of
occasions we watched both parents attack
nearby eagles, but they seemed somewhat
ineffective in ‘disciplining’ crows in the vicinity of
the nest cliff.

Two nestlings in the Iphigenia Pt. eyrie.
31May2013.
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Looking down on the Cox ‘usual’ S gully nest ledge (in
bushes below). The fledgling male flew from the mossy
pad about 3m down the cliff (immed. rt. of centre).

perch he had to have been flying previously. On
that flight he flew quite well and went S and then
E around a ‘shoulder’ of Cox. I did not continue
down to the nest ledge to try to capture the
young female that we had heard begging (I
might have been able to trap her in the bushes,
but she probably would have flown). Later,
when on the beach below, we saw the young
male calling and flying well. but we did not see
or hear his sister – so she may have flown. In
Table 1 the dates for these two youngsters
assume that he first flew on the previous day
and his sister fledged on the day after our visit.
Their fledging date is the earliest record that I
have for a Langara brood. (See the attached (in
press) paper at the end of this report.)

(See cover.)
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[Whitespot Cliff - Fury Bay West - E Lacy]
From the ocean, several times briefly we
watched the WS cliff and the FBW cliff.
Particularly telling was the flight by an immature
eagle across in front of WS, and it then perched
in a live tree about 200m SE, and a chasing
flight by two adult eagles over the FBW site, and
a swoop SW and around the corner to near the
E Lacy site – both of which prompted no
reaction from any nearby falcons.

PHENOLOGY
For the three broods found in 2013, the average
fledging date was 15 June, about the same as in
2012. The earliest fledging brood in 2013 was
at Cox Island, at which the young male was
seen to be flying fairly well on 30 May; if he first
flew on 29 May and the other nestling (a female,
by her voice) probably first flew on 31 May; i.e.
the estimated average date for that brood was
30 May – the earliest I have ever seen at
Langara. These dates are added to the graphs
(below) and are noted in the in press paper that
is added at the end of this report.
Figure 1. Fledging dates of Peregrines at Kusgwai
(Langara Island), 1968-2013.
40
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Date (1 = June 1)

Fury Bay mid
On several days we watched the FBm
pair from on the ocean, to try to see their
activities W of FBmid; they ‘cooperated’ only by
showing us that they sometimes went as far E
as the FBE cliff. From our camp it was clear that
no falcons resided at FBE. On May 24 we hiked
the coast W to FBmid. That pair occasionally
hassled eagles, but were not particularly
concerned about our foot-travels. We checked
the 2012 nest ledge and the ‘usual’ high W nest
ledge, and found no trampled vegetation or
other indications that those ledges had been
used. Because the pair did spend some time
over the ‘tablet’ ledge area just E of the ‘usual’
nesting area, I will try to check that ledge in
2014 for any evidence that it may have been
used (e.g., this year with a particularly late clutch
or brood). Their behavior towards us, especially
when we walked by in front of the ‘tablet’ ledge
area (i.e., no defense at all!), suggested strongly
that they had no eggs or young this year
anywhere in their territory. On June 4 Keith
hiked to the WS cliff, and went past the FBmid
site and again saw the pair.
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Pt. 1. (above)Fledging dates of average brood each year.
Pt. 2. (below) Fledging dates of earliest brood each year
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Coastline Searched
Without
the
crackershells,
our
“sounding” of some sites was much less than
optimal. (We did cover the ‘usual’ sites relatively
well by foot and boat. E.g., on 22 May we
walked the beaches from our Fury Bay camp
almost to the SW corner of Hazardous Cove.)
Nevertheless, falcons did show up at the places
where they “sort of” were “expected” to, and
were not seen in places where they were “less
expected”. For example, although we did not
“shoot” the Pinnacle sites in Cloak Bay, I am
fairly sure that the amount of time that we spent
on the Cox Island E beach and vicinity would
have shown us falcons (e.g., by sounds, or by
attacks upon passing eagles and ravens) if
falcons had been present at any of the Pinnacle
sites
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PRODUCTIVITY
One pair (RPt) failed prior to our visit to
Kusgwai, with evidence that earlier they had at
least one nestling that died; perhaps the long
NW gale at the start of our visit prevented
hunting and caused starvation of this brood.
Two pairs (McPh, FBm) showed no evidence
that they had produced eggs or young. Three
other pairs (Light, Iph, Cox) produced 1.17Y /
territorial pair and 2.33 Y / successful pair.
Perhaps the relative abundance of Ancient
Murrelets nearshore that we saw was present
earlier in the season and caused the falcons to
lay eggs relatively early this year, and, because
of the tendency to be early, the females
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produced eggs that had a preponderance of
female offspring (5 of 7).
Table 1. 2013 occupancy, productivity, phenology, and sampling data from Peregrine Falcons
on Kusgwai (Langara Island), Haida Gwaii, British Columbia.
Obsn
Date

Site
(Lord Bight)

May26

Radar Point

May27

Light

May28

(North Side
&
NW and SE
No Name Pt)
McPherson
Point
S Inlet

May26

(Andrews Pt,
&
NW Dibrell
Bay)
(Coho Point)

May23

Iphigenia
Point
Cox Island
S gully
Fury Bay E &
Fury Bay mid
(Whitespot
Cliff,
Fury Bay W,
& E of Lacy)
Total
or
Ave.

May31

May29

Est.
Est.
Est.
USF&W
Sex
Age1 Hatch
Fledge2
Wt.
Band No.3
Visited ‘islet’ and ‘NW corner’ sites. Nil. Site not occupied..

Single adult, flew to snag to dry off in sun.
Nil at Main point.

May29

Pair at S Inlet. No Ys or eggs.

May30
May24
June4
June2

6 pr

Blood
Sample5

One unhatched egg, bits of whitewash on cliff-face behind ledge from 1-2 small Y.
No production. Pair – failed..
f
20
May8
June20
1052
1807-12230
DE
no
f
23
May5
June17
1077
1807-12229
DD
no
f
23
May5
June17
842
877-28871
DH
noEntrance to eyrie gully - noise, BE flew over – Nil. Site not occupied.

May29

May23

Color
Band4

Possible floater. Site apparently
not occupied.

54o 14’N
o
133 04’W
54o 15’N
o
133 04’W
o
54 15’N
o
133 03’W
54o15’N
o
132 00’W
o

54 15”N
132o59’W

Pair – failed or non-productive.
.
lunch in NW Dibrell Bay. No falcon sounds or activity at And. Pt. or Dibrell Bay, or
Coho Pt.
Site not occupied.
Brief stop on water, in mid-morning, in NW gale.
Also, see Dib. Bay, above.
Site not occupied.
June 27
m
14
May17
397
1807-12231
CC
no
June29
f
14
May17
487
1387-31863
DK
no
estMay29
est42
Apr18
M, just
flying.
m
no
estMay31
est42
Apr18
F, ID by
voice; not flying.
f
no
- walk to FBmid. Pair cacked at eagles. No concerns about humans.
- Keith hiked to FBm & WS. Pr. at FBmid.
Pair – failed or non-productive.
Im BE flew across just S of WS & perched. – nil.
Two ad BEs, chasing, over FBW, swooped toward ocean & lost to W near E Lacy –
nil.
Site not occupied.
5bands
2m,
May04
June15
5 banded,
no
5f
2 not (too
7totalY
old)

1

4

2

5

Age based on known age photos.
Fledging at average 42 days old; for males 41, females 43.
3
U.S. Fish and Wildlife band on Right Leg.
. Cox Island nestlings each had ~ 1/3 crop of food.

Lat.-Long.

54o14”N
132o58’W
54o13”N
o
132 58’W
o
54 11’N
133o01’W
o
54 12’N
133o01’W
o
54 13’N
133o03’W
o

54 13’N
o
133 04’W

UTM
(8U)
625430E
6011057N
625584E
6013037N
626707E
6013806N
628635E
6012833N
630398E
6013507N
631681E
6012618N

632605E
6011854N
632191E
6011522N
632254E
6010885N
629525E
6006773N
629468E
6008136N
626571E
6010207N
626176E
6010206N
625845E
6010106N

Green aluminum band, alpha-numeric code, on Left Leg.
Blood sample preserved from clipped outer left talon;
3 drops in buffer; or drops on paper, put in alchohol.

Three Ancient Murrelets.
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Figure 2. Occupied territories and productivity of Peregrine Falcons on Kusgwai in 2013 (top)(6
pairs, 3 successful with 7Y) , compared with 2012 (below left) (4 pairs, 3 successful with 7 Y), the
‘high’ year of 1999 (below centre) (10 pairs, all successful with 27 Y), and the early 1950s
(extrapolated from Beebe 1960 and current knowledge) (below right).
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Figure 3. Occupancy, productivity, and next-winter mortality of adults, in the Kusgwai
(Langara Island) Peregrine Falcon population, 1968-2013.
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Figure 4. Productivity per pair of the Kusgwai (Langara Island) Peregrines, 1968-2013.
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BANDING
We banded five of the seven nestling
falcons on the island in 2013.
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Of the paired falcons while in the field
we saw that at least three of these falcons wore
green colour bands (RA, the male at Light. At
McPh, the female, SS, was still present; but we
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were unable to see positively if the McPh male
was banded. At Iph, the male wore a green
colour band on his left leg and a silver USF&W
band on his right, with the bottom letter of the
colour band seen as “possibly N”; if it was “N”,
the youngest adult male that it might have been
was “RN”, the lone 2009 male from FBW; on 3
June we hiked to the Iph site specifically to read
his colour band, but luck was only marginally on
our side that day – with some luck he will be still
there and we will read his colour band in 2014.
ADULT REPLACEMENT
Of the six pairs of territorial falcons we
saw in 2013, I obtained significant face-ID
photos of all except for the RPt male and the
FBm pair. Comparing with the falcons we knew
from 2012, at least 2 of 5 females were new
(Cox and Iph) (the females at McPh was the
same – banded; the RPt female was immature
in 2012 and adult in 2013 and appeared to be
the same individual; the Light female appeared
to be the 2011 female – so maybe we missed
her entirely in 2012). At least 1 of 4 males were
new in 2013 (i.e., probably replaced overwinter).
The Cox male appeared to be new. The Light
(banded) and McPh males were unchanged; I
assume that the apparently territorial male at Iph
in 2012 was actually the colour banded male
that we saw this year. With those facts and
assumptions, apparently 40% of the females
and 25% of the males were replaced overwinter.
(see fig. 3)
SAMPLING AND PREY REMAINS
I took no blood samples this year.
One unhatched egg was observed on
the RPt ledge (not collected). The one addled
egg that was collected, at the Light eyrie, was
accidentally badly cracked in transit, and
ultimately was garbaged (it was addled, with no
significant embryo development within).
Prey remains at the Light and Iph eyries
were counted; they totalled a minimum of 17
Ancient Murrelets, plus one small alcid wing (not
a storm-petrel) (collected) at the Light eyrie.
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OTHER NATURAL HISTORY OBSNS.
Ancient Murrelets and Other Alcids
Although we encountered Ancient
Murrelets on many of our somewhat routine
boating trips about the island’s perimeter, we
saw no substantial numbers as we did last year,
in both group size and number of groups.
Perhaps a reflection of the “late” spring,
we saw no Tufted Puffins this year.
Glaucous-winged Gull Colonies
In passing below Langara Light in the
late afternoon of 28 May, we counted 23 (about
1/3 were subadults) Glaucous-winged Gulls on
the two loafing areas (rocks flanking the inlet
beneath the Light) and about 12 adults on the
colony rocks W of the Light inlet. On the W side
of Cox Island, the gulls were not close to
nesting; a max. count might have yielded
perhaps 10.
Pelagic Cormorant Colonies
We saw no hints that cormorants were
going to nest under the Light, or in the falcons’
gully about ½ km E, nor on the N side or SW
corners of Cox.
Other Birds
Mostly because of winds, and perhaps
partly due to the “late” spring, we did not hear or
see many birds during our visit to the island.
Northwestern Crows are conspicuous at
every visit. A fledgling was fed by an adult on
24 May as we watched at the FBm site, and just
inside the salal beside the (2011) manicured trail
atop Cox on 30 May we found a nest with 3
nearly-flying Ys (a Y begged as we walked past
and touched the salal) and heard a Y call from
another ‘probable crow nest’ above the falcon
nest.
In contrast to 2012, we saw and heard
no Robins during our visit. We saw and heard
no evidence of Raven families (with noisy
fledglings), but did see one Raven whip into the
rd
woods near the middle of the Fury Bay 3
beach.
The
distinctive
calls
of
Flicker
Woodpeckers were heard at our FB camp, S of
the McPh Pt S beach, and S of Langara Light
(SE of where the inland old helipad road leaves
the RPt plank road).
A Red-naped Sapsucker was heard N of
the McPh Pt S beach.
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We noted Sandhill Cranes at only two
rd
locations: at the Fury Bay 3 beach, and at the
nd
2 beach S of the Lord Bight log cabin.
On each day, and throughout the
island’s perimeter, we heard in the treetops
flocks of small birds (possibly crossbills?).
Once, on Cox Island, we had a closer (?) look at
a flock and thought that we heard the “zeeet”
call of Pine Siskins.
Often as we prepared our boat for
launching close to the creek at the W end of
Fury Bay, a group of Harlequin Ducks was
evident, on the rocks nearby, on the beach, or
on the ocean in the brackish water just off the
creek-mouth.
The largest number that I
recorded at one time was 5 on the water and ~5
on the nearby rocks.

Two Harlequins, Fury Bay. 26 May 2013.

Belted Kingfishers were noted at Fury
Bay and at Henslung Cove (at both Langara
Fishing Lodge and Langara Island Lodge).
Kelp

Eagles and Sand Lances
Especially when we were at or near the
Light we watched for gatherings of eagles. Near
the Light we saw no evidence of ‘eagle feeds’.
Twice when coming out of Fury Bay and
rounding the breakers off Rhodes Pt. we noted
‘eagle feeds’ to the W, and puttered into them.
In each case there were around 50 Rhinoceros
Auklets and 5-10 G-w Gulls (in one instance we
noted one Ancient Murrelet), and the feed
material was small sand lances.
ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES
During the past year I reviewed three
raptor manuscripts for colleagues, and gave two
talks about Turkey Vultures. In July and August
2013 I helped locate 31 vulture nests, (all in
abandoned buildings), wing-tagged 47 of their
nestlings, and have assisted with collecting and
responding to reports of previous taggees.
Attached is a pre-print of an in press
paper that will appear in the 2014 volume of
British Columbia Birds.
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The growth of kelp about the island prior
to the time of our visit seemed about normal.

Keith Hodson and ‘The Man in the Tree’, prob. WWII carving
by the plank road to RPt. 27 May 2013.
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Cox Island from ~ over Iphigenia Pt. eyrie, in NW gale,
21 May 2013.
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